
SNIM OPEN CALL FOR
COMPOSITIONS 2015

schräglage

http://snim.klingt.org

snim – the spontaneous network for improvised music – is calling for new compositions for the
festival das kleine symposion. The festival's 8th edition will take place at echoraum, Vienna,
comprising four concerts in October 2015.

The topic for das kleine symposion in 2015 is schräglage. We want you to refect on how you
listen to, think about, write, and make music. Leave your comfort zone and look at music from a
new perspective (maybe a slightly tilted or lopsided one?). What processes are involved in
creating a piece of music? Who is in charge? Is there a hierarchy of processes/thoughts/people?
Could it be any different?

With this year's topic schräglage, snim puts the focus especially on the collaboration between
composers and musicians. We have a great pool of musicians who are motivated to apply their
very personal way of making/thinking about/listening to music to your composition. How can
you involve us into your process of composing? How will that infuence the piece?

Alongside the concerts there will be an exhibition of all performed scores and a documentation
of the genesis and development of all compositions, to give the audience an insight and
different perspectives onto and into the music and facilitate fresh perception.

Your submission must include:
- draft or concept of the piece
- short explanation of your piece's relevance to this year's topic and plan for collaboration with
the musicians
- (estimated) duration of the piece
- required instruments
- technical requirements
- scores and recordings of previous works (selection!) if available
- fnancial expectations
- short CV (100 words)
- contact info

Send your submission to gabriele.drab(at)gmx.at UNTIL JANUARY 31, 2015.



The composition should be no longer than 15 minutes. See below for the available instruments
and musicians. If needed for a piece, we may be able to provide one or two additional
musicians.

Please do not attach big fles to emails. Use a fle sharing method (dropbox, mydrive, wetransfer,
etc.) for submitting scores and sound fles. Thank you!

All applicants will receive a notifcation about the outcome of the selection process in February.
If you are selected for the commission of a piece, please provide the complete and readable
score (including sign explanations), parts, and ALL performance materials by JUNE 30, 2015.

Available musicians
1x guitar/e-guitar/contra-guitar
1x lutes/guitar/e-guitar/contra-guitar
1x piano
1x piano/toy-piano
1x fute/alto-fute (no piccolo!)
4x recorder (satb + various Paetzolds, please email for exact list!)
1x double bass
1x cello
1x sax (satb)/clarinet/bass-clarinet
2x electronics
1x analog+digital electronics/small percussions
1x visuals/DIY-electronics

(NB: There are 2 piano players available, but only one grand piano.)

If you have any questions now or along the way, about the instruments or anything else, please
do not hesitate to contact us! gabriele.drab(at)gmx.at


